Appendix A. By the Numbers

How We Met the Military REACH Mission
28 comprehensive research reports
created with topics spanning the spectrum of family
support, resilience, and readiness

related research
articles identified
annually

Feedback from Department of Defense:
“We are excited about the
information and will be sharing
with our Service counterparts.
This is exactly what we needed!”
-Associate Director of MC&FP,
Office of Child & Youth
Programs
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“I appreciate the amount of
attention and consideration
you put toward our requests.
I feel you are right on track
with what we need and I am
excited about the final report!”
-MC&FP Program Analyst,
Office of Special Needs

2,100+ social media
followers including
family programs from
various military installations,
researchers, and military
family members

62

community
resources
listed on our
website

REACH mobile
application

featured
news
stories

31

family
focus
articles

2. EVALUATE

to increase
understanding of
research terminology

5. DISTRIBUTE
3. TRANSLATE

4. ARCHIVE

360

newsletter
subscribers

enrolled in our randomized controlled
trial to examine the
efficacy of our
research summaries

including faculty, staff, librarians, IT
specialists, students, and subject
matter experts from
across disciplines

534 terms in our
online dictionary
1. IDENTIFY

183 helping professionals

113 REACH contributors

The Military REACH website
has been accessed by over 11,000
individuals in all 50 states
and 68 different countries

Translating Research Into Practice (TRIP) reports

-Professor of Social Work; Director of DoD’s
Strong Families Strong Forces program

about REACH resources including a standing
training at Maxwell AFB to new staff from
Airman and Family Readiness Centers
around the world

1 Military

43

348 research summaries called
Feedback from Researchers:
“TRIP reports are a wonderful service to
others. I like the formatting of the report- it’s
visually appealing and differentiates the
various components of the study nicely. I like
how you include definitions for folks who may
be less familiar with research terminology.”

9 trainings at military
installations to family service providers

~700 military-

3,100+ military
family life articles
in our REACH
library

15 honors awarded to
our REACH team including
faculty excellence and
student leadership awards
as well as outstanding
research awards

33 outreach
events including
appearances on
Dr. Radio, talks
at national and
international
conferences,
and a jumbotron
spotlight at an
SEC football
game

